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What can possibly be worse than having your voice silenced? 

Victims/Survivors of sexual assault are, overwhelmingly, not believed by society as a whole. Beginning 
with themselves, they cannot believe something like rape even happened to them, most often by 
someone they know or thought they knew, or more tragically committed by a close friend, relative or by 
a spiritual leader, Priest or Nun. 

All forms of sexual violence, in any society, is atrocious. The most horrendous acts occur when an 
innocent, precious child is "sexually" groomed and victimized during their formative years (0-5). These 
childhood assaults become their learned behavior, essentially traumatically ingrained into a child's 
psyche and future personality. 

We hear whispers of sexually abused and exploited children in our reservation communities, where, in 
pre-schools, daycare or head-start these very young sacred beings mimic sexual abuse onto other 
children. In reality these children are "unknowingly" sexually abusing other children, a behavior 
normalized into them by the adult pedophile that molested them. 

Hello. My name is Kelly king. I am a survivor of St Joseph, chamberlain S.D. I’ve shared my story with world and now I share with 
you my story but also solutions to the ongoing exploitation of our misery. 
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As Native Peoples born and raised in the very politically segregated and racist State of South Dakota, we 
understand we can never ever truly receive a fair trial or any sliver of equality in any of the States Courts 
or local Federal Courts. 

Therefore we cannot expect a South Dakota Attorney to represent us fully and honestly, due to this 
historical racism and the defacto-segregated justice system that currently exists. 

Just as children who are raised in sexual abuse and violence grow up to become child predators or 
violent themselves, so do children who are raised in racism and violence become violent racists 
themselves. 

The out of state lawyers that Steve Smith spoke of and called "Con Men" believed in the validity of our 
cases and sought justice for several thousands Native victims. 

Steve Smith and his coconspirators realized this overwhelming truth and knew what would be exposed 
through our cases. They feared another multi million-dollar loss for St. Joseph Indian School because 
they were successfully sued before for sexual abuse of Native Children. The schools pedophilia problem 
needed to be hidden for good. 

St. Joseph Indian School and Steve Smith concocted a premeditated, most evil and heinous act by 
restricting justice to the most innocent of victims: helpless children. 

This racist piece of crap legislation should be challenged, rescinded, or confronted in the highest court 
and branded as the greatest continued example of injustice and collusion between Church and State to 
diminish the rights of all Children who were sexually assaulted while in the care of a school system. 

All victims young and old, dead and alive, survivors or sufferers need their tribal leaders to step up and 
defend their sacred rights. If there was any time that a stand should be made to defend the future 
children of our tribes, that time is now. 

WE DESERVE AND DEMAND JUSTICE!! 

Long Live the Fighters! 


